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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Language area and speakers

Malagasy is an Austronesian language belonging to the Southeast Bario linguistic subgroup of the Western Malayo-Polynesian subfamily (cf. Dahl 1977). It is spoken by about 14 million people throughout Madagascar as well as by an ethnic group on the island of Mayotte (Comoros Islands; see Map 16.1).

The relationship between Malagasy and the Austronesian languages has been discussed by various scholars since Houtman (1603). An overview of their work is given in Dahl (1951, 1991) who also outlines that Maanyan, an Indonesian language spoken in South Borneo, shows striking phonetic, grammatical as well as lexical similarities with Malagasy and is the language most closely related to Malagasy. Adelaar (1989, 1994a, 1994b) demonstrates the existence of Malay and Javanese loanwords in Malagasy. He proposes the seventh century AD as the most likely migration date and argues for continued contacts between Madagascar and Southeast Asia until after the introduction of Islam in the latter. Adelaar (1995) shows the existence of South Sulawesi loanwords in Malagasy.

The contacts of Malagasy with non-Austronesian languages are witnessed by elements from Swahili and other Bantu languages (cf. Dahl 1951, 1988), Sanskrit (Dahl 1951), Arabic (cf. Dahl 1983), French and English.

Malagasy is spoken in several dialects, which are often so closely related to one another that a clear group classification is uncertain and quite a number of different classifications have been put forward (cf. Vérin et al. 1969; Dez 1963, 1980; Simon 1988; Mahdi 1988). Andriamanantaholy and Ratsimba (1981:41–63) propose a detailed typological classification of Malagasy dialects based on comparisons of specific phonemes or phonemic groups within the regional dialects. They divide them into three main groups: the eastern dialects, the western dialects, and the intermediate dialects. The following phonemic oppositions distinguish eastern dialects from western ones (see also Beaujard 1998): /di/ vs. /i/ (e.g. miady vs. miady ‘to fight’), /ti/ vs. /ti/ (e.g. antika vs. antika ‘ours’), /ti/ vs. /ts/ (e.g. fahafatra vs. fahafatse ‘fourth’), /iz/ vs. /e/ (e.g. aiza vs. aia ‘where’), /i/ vs. /e/ (e.g. mihtsika vs. mihtseke ‘to move’).

The eastern dialects include Antakarana, Tsirihely, Sakalava avaratra, Bezanozano, Sihanaka in the northeast, Merina, Betsimisaraka atsimo, Betisevo avaratra in the central east, and Antaimoro, Antambahaka, Antsaka, Antafasy, Tanala, Zafy in the southeast. Antaimoro has the oldest written literature, which is a consequence of the early encounter of its speakers with Islam. Already in the fifteenth century the Antaimoro made use of the Arabic script to write Malagasy. Merina, spoken in the central highlands, was also first written in Arabic script. In 1820 the Malagasy king Radama I adopted the Roman script using an orthography developed by British missionaries.
The western dialects include *Sakalava of Menabe, Masikoro and Vezo avatra* in the central west and *Antandroy, Mahafaly, Taiana and Vezo atsimina* in the south-west. The intermediate dialects, which share elements from both the western and eastern dialects, include *Bara, Antanin'ny Androso* and *Betiso*.* The *Antalava* dialect and two dialects spoken on Mayotte, *Kibosy Rimaore* and *Kiantalavo*, are not included in this dialect classification.

The establishment of a monarchy and the colonial rivalry between France and England in the nineteenth century contributed to the supremacy of the Merina dialect. This was standardized by British and French missionaries and served as the model for the official Malagasy language. Schmidt (1991:14–20) gives a historical account of the status of Malagasy from the eighteenth century to the early 1990s (see also Steinhauser, Language Policy).

During the French colonial period (1895–1960), French obtained a privileged position over Malagasy in official functions, education, and the media. Malagasy was restricted to family use only, although it was allowed in some censored newspapers. After independence in 1960, both French and Malagasy received official status. This process was known as *fanagastiana* or *galgachitsion* (Schmidt 1984). After 1975 Malagasy was introduced in education, but it was never implemented in universities and eventually became established in state primary schools only. Despite the fact that French is the medium in higher education, Malagasy is predominant in national radio broadcasts, and it is used in local newspapers and television. Although the efforts to promote Malagasy were largely unsuccessful (Schmidt 1983, 1984) – an obvious repercussion of sixty years of French occupation – Malagasy was established as the national language of the Malagasy Republic in an official referendum passed in 1992.

### 1.2 Major Sources

The comprehensive monolingual Malagasy dictionary by Rajemisa-Raolison (1963, new edition 1985) was one of the first monolingual dictionaries of an Austronesian language. Its publication was an initiative to promote Malagasy as opposed to French.

There are several dialect dictionaries and wordlists: Dubois 1917 (Betiso); Decary 1928 (*Antandroy*; Deschamps 1936 (Antaisiakazanana); Descheemaeker (unpubl.) and Dez 1960, 1992 (all three dictionaries of southern Betonimina); Mamipoto 1978 (Bazistory); Gueunier 1986 (dialect of Mayotte); Eliy 1988 (Bara); Beauchard 1998 (Tanala).


Corpus-based studies of spoken Malagasy are rare (Rasoloson 1994, 1995). Most of the examples in this chapter originate from our own corpus of spontaneous spoken language.

### 2 PHONOLOGY

#### 2.1 Segments

The Malagasy consonantal inventory is detailed in Table 16.1, using the standard Malagasy orthography. Phonemes attested only in some dialects are given in parentheses.

Voiceless velar stop has a palatalized allomorph preceding the vowel i, and all velar stops palatalize following the vowel i, e.g. *alika 'dog' [alikina], aina 'fast' [hijagenana]. All stops may appear prenasalized. They are then pronounced either with a short homorganic nasal onset or, less frequently, as stops following a heavily nasalized vowel. The voiceless prenasalized consonants *mp, nt, ntr, st, and nk only appear word-medially. (The nominal prefix *mp- in words like mpliva 'worker' is pronounced [p].) The five fricatives in Malagasy include two labio-dentals, *f* and *v*, two alveolar, grooved fricatives articulated with spread lip position, *s* and *z*, and the weak glottal fricative *h*. Fricatives may be syllabic when they precede devoiced vowels. The four affricates in Malagasy are the apical dento-alveolar *ts* and *dz*, and the blade alveolar *dr* and *dr*. Like the stops, they may appear prenasalized. The resonants are *l*, voiced, dento-alveolar lateral, and *r*, a trill.

**Table 16.1: Malagasy Consonants**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bilagasy</th>
<th>Labio-Dental</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Alveolar/A</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stops</td>
<td>p b</td>
<td>t d</td>
<td>k g</td>
<td>(?)**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-nasalized stops*</td>
<td>np [ŋp]</td>
<td>nt [ŋt]</td>
<td>nk [ŋk]</td>
<td></td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricatives</td>
<td>f v</td>
<td>s z</td>
<td>tr dr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affricates</td>
<td>ntr [ntr]</td>
<td>ntr [ntr]</td>
<td>ntr [ntr]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasals</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>sn dr</td>
<td></td>
<td>(ŋ)j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Prenasalized stops and affricates are represented in the official orthography with a hyphen following the nasal in cases of a morpheme break.

** The glottal stop has phonemic status only in a few dialects, e.g. Antaimoro.
which may also appear as a single flap. All consonants except h are slightly palatalized before i, and may be slightly labialized before the vowel u. The velar nasal n is present in most varieties of Malagasy; however, it is not phonemic in Merina.

All consonants except the voiceless prenasalized consonants may occur in initial position. The one exception to this rule is niaio ‘ancestors’ which lost a historical initial /n/ (Keenan and Polinsky 1998). The glottal fricative is often dropped in medial position, especially between two distinct vowels. It alternates with h in certain morphologically complex forms, reflecting an older stage of the language (*k > h): ólon-kénydá (ólonakénydá/person-wise) ‘wise person’, haingankángana ‘somewhat fast’ (ktor-hánkágana ‘fast’).

Although geminate consonants do not exist in underlying form, they may result from the devoicing and dropping of an unstressed i or o vowel, e.g. inéna ‘what’ [ínna]. When an unstressed vowel is dropped before the nasal n, the nasal may assimilate to the preceding consonant, causing gemination: lámína ‘set, arrange’ [lámmá], rítína ‘swallow’ [télíla], ólóna ‘person’ [úlóna].

Malagasy has a four vowel system, i (spelled <y> in word-final position), u (orthographic <o>), e, and a, with four diphthongs, ai, ia, oa, and au. The vowel [o] may result from shortening of the vowel sequences ao or ou (except word finally where it is pronounced as u), e.g. misóatra ‘to thank’ [misóatra], lóatra ‘too much’ [lótra], but tokóa ‘indeed’ [tokú], the vowel [o] also frequently occurs in loan words, where it may be represented orthographically as á, e.g. Kamíónó ‘pick up truck’, mótóskiltéy ‘motorcycle’, bityá ‘biology’. Although the vowel [o] does occur as a phoneme in non-standard dialects, the only native Merina word with the vowel is the vocative interrogation ó. The vowel sequence ia and the diphthong ai may be pronounced as [e], e.g. dia ‘focus particle’ [dê], lano ‘you’ [énukú], hámí ‘listen’ [héno]. The vowel /a/ may reduce to [o] in unstressed environments, or just to a simple release of the preceding consonant, especially word-finally, e.g. mahíta [mahíta] ‘see’.

Vowels may occur root-initially, but the vowel e is rare as the second vowel of native roots. In final position with some verbs, the vowel i (orthographically alternates with e in suffixed forms, e.g. mambyolá(<M-N-voly) ‘plant (active)’ vs. veléna ‘plant (passive)’. No sequences of identical vowels occur, and only the sequence ai/ai as functions as a stable diphthong, retaining the stress pattern v’v instead of becoming v.v with stress attracting suffixes (Garvey 1964:19).

The unstressed vowels /i/ and /o/ are often devoiced in Malagasy, especially in final position or between two consonants.

2.2 Syllable structure and stress

Malagasy syllable structure is CV; no codas are allowed word-finally and the maximal onset is one segment, except in a few loanwords, e.g. franstå ‘French’. Only vowels may function as syllable peaks, all other segments must be treated as onsets phonologically.

Most Malagasy words are stressed on the penultimate syllable, e.g. mahíta ‘see’, mambá ‘crocodile’, sikády ‘divination’, víry ‘rice’, paráký ‘tobacco’ (in standard Malagasy orthography, stress is indicated by a grave accent, as in the preceding examples). However, there are cases where stress is not predictable, e.g. aty ‘liver’ vs. aty ‘here (not in sight)’ and in the imperative formation of some active verbs and adjectives, as a result of a suffix -a that has merged (contracted) with a final root vowel, e.g. manása ‘wash (indicative)’ vs. manáa ‘wash (imperative)’; târua ‘good’ vs. tsârá ‘be good’. If a word ends in a diphthong, it bears final stress, e.g. papây ‘papaya’, manâkó ‘do’. Moreover, words ending in the ‘weak final syllables’ -na, -ka, or -tra take stress on the antepenultimate syllable, e.g. fitimamó ‘principle’, kâmbana ‘twins’, fíamá ‘know’, manâmbo ‘begin’. A regular exception to this rule is that words, which end in weak syllables have penultimate stress when the preceding vowel is /e/, /i/ being a regular stress-attractor in Malagasy, e.g. piskétra ‘purse, hand bag’.

Weak final syllables in Malagasy behave peculiarily in that they function as extrametrical stem formatives, which delete in compounding, reduplication, and before clitics and suffixes: antânàra ‘fall into the hands of’ + mambá ‘crocodile’ = antânà-mambá ‘fall into the hands of a cruel person’; fíhani ‘to clutch, clasp’ + mambá > fíhí-mambá ‘refusal to let go of something’; zánaka ‘child’ + ko > 13 GEN > zánako ‘my child’. The deviant behavior of -ka, tra, and -na reflects the fact that they are a product of a default vowel /a/ added after historically consonant-final words as part of the development towards the modern CV structure in Malagasy, e.g. voléna ‘moon’ (< ɓalan), sómátrá ‘writing’ (< ɓera). The resulting forms should be treated as ‘extended roots’ which are involved in a variety of synchronous alternations.

Roots of four or more syllables assign secondary stress to every second syllable working back from the main stress. Compound words receive primary stress on the second word of the compound, e.g. tóro-kêvitrà (point-idea) ‘advice’; manâsó-pôtalà ((M-N-hôsotra-fôtkâ = -ACT-smear-mud) ‘smear with mud, slander’.

In suffixation, root stress shifts one syllable to the right (e.g. bábo > babóina ‘be captured’) unless the root is stressed on the final syllable, is monosyllabic, or has a weak ending in which case an additional consonant may be inserted, e.g. to > taivina ‘be obeyed’, fáoka > fáohanana ‘be carried off’. With bi-syllabic enclitics, the enclitic often attracts heavy stress, but does not alter the stress of the root.

2.3 Morphophonemics

A homorganic nasal is inserted between reduplication and base in reduplication and between the two components of a genitive construction or compound if the first component does not end with a weak final syllable -tra, -ka, or -na, e.g. résin-tóry (resy-tóry) ‘overcome-sleep’ ‘overcome-sleep’; sôlôm-bodiazóko (<sólo-vody-akóho = substitute-rump-chicken) ‘a gift given to one’s elder (different from the traditional chicken rump)’, akânąn-jâsa (akânajo-zâsa = clothing-child) ‘children’s clothing’, fefm-pianakaviana (féty-fianakaviana = feast-family) ‘family feast’ (for further details of genitive formation, see section 3.2.1).

If the first component of a compound or reduplication ends on -tra or -ka, the weak final syllable is dropped before a consonant. If this consonant is a fricative or liquid it becomes a stop or affricate based on the rules given in Table 16.2 (see Erwin 1996 for a more detailed phonological account). Examples: hénà-masó (<hénatra-masó = shame-eye) ‘behaving in the presence of others’; hâta-pisâ (<hâtaka-pisâ = request-cat ‘persistent request’, pôa-bây (<pôaka-basy = explosion-gun) ‘gunshot’; vossô-dratá (<vôsotra-ratsy = joke-bad) ‘buffoonery’; mandâtsâ-bâtrâ (<mandâtsâ-vâtrâ = lay/cast-down-thunder) ‘to cause misfortune from a wrongdoing’. Before a vowel the final a of the weak syllable is dropped, the dropped vowel in this environment being indicated in the orthography by an apostrophe e.g. sâsak álina (<sasaka-alina = Half-night) ‘midnight’. 
TABLE 16.2: MORPHOPHONEMIC ALTERNATIONS IN COMPOUNDING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Long Stem</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>v &gt; b</td>
<td>-toe-beh-ba-nana</td>
<td>rejection showing disdain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f &gt; p</td>
<td>fandréman-pahanalamana</td>
<td>health care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h &gt; k</td>
<td>famaokhôm-bolon-kôôra</td>
<td>racial discrimination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s &gt; a</td>
<td>fidr-moona (mida-ta-kôôra)</td>
<td>to be in labour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r &gt; a</td>
<td>mangira-drahy (mangira-rasy)</td>
<td>first dim light of the morning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l &gt; d</td>
<td>am-dalana (am-dalana)</td>
<td>on the way</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Words ending with the weak final syllable -na drop final a before consonants, and the nasal is realized as homorganic to the following consonant. The latter may be occlusiveized following the rules discussed in Table 16.2, e.g. entana v'androa (baggage-commerce) > entana v'andreaha 'merchandise' (see also the examples in Table 16.2).

In words with prefixes ending with a homorganic nasal such as present tense active màN, the homorganic nasal of the prefix assimilates to a following obstruent, after which the obstruent deletes if it is voiceless, e.g. manihina (from fihina) 'to clutch, clasp', manafina (from fôi) 'to dress', manafina (from fôi) 'to submerge', but mambontina (from bôntina) 'to mislead'. Before vowel-initial bases, the prefix ends in /i/: manafaka (from fôka) 'to set free'. If the base begins with an /h/, the /h/ is replaced either by a prenasalized glottal stop as in mabotana (from kataka < *kataka) 'to ask for' or by /nu as in manontana 'hang' (from hátona). See Keenan and Polinsky (1998:595) for further details.

2.4 Reduplication

Malagasy verbs and adjectives may undergo full root reduplication to encode attenuation, iterativity or unsystematic (non-motivated) event processing, e.g. mafihiny 'black', maintriminy 'slightly dark skinned', manë'ny 'to go, walk' > manë'ny'boha 'to walk about'. The weak endings -ka, -ra, -na do not participate in the reduplication, e.g. pitoka 'foolish' > mifito-pitoka 'a little bit stupid, foolish', mifitokaka 'to sit' > mifitokako 'to sit about'.

As detailed in Table 16.2 for compound constructions, reduplications undergo similar phonological alternations involving consonantal substitution, e.g. manôñtanëtsika 'to nail repeated' becomes manôñtanëtsa 'to nail repeatedly', manôñtonëna 'to hang' becomes manôntôna 'to hang', and mi-vôntana 'to be direct' becomes mivôntôna 'to be somewhat direct'.

3 BASIC MORPHOSYNTAX

3.1 Basic clause structure

In unmarked phrases, Malagasy clauses are predicate-initial. The predicate can be verbal or non-verbal (e.g. noun/proper name, adjective, numeral, prepositional phrase, possessive (genitive) phrase, temporal adverb, deictic). The following examples for non-verbal predicates show that these are not introduced by a copula. Note also that the Malagasy predicates do not always correspond to the English ones:

**Possessive:**

1. *Andy ilàry fiàna simba.* 
   1pe.det det car broken
   'The broken car is ours.'

**Adjective:**

2. *Lehibe toka ny aerodrome.*
   big indeed det airport
   'The airport is big indeed.'

**Numeral:**

3. *Fôlo ihany ny ömbi=nàty.*
   ten only det ox=3pe.gen
   'We only have got ten oxes.' (lit. Our oxes are only ten)

**Deictic in presentative function:**

   inty ny famèrim-bolanao=non tömpako=ko
   PRX-VIS.PRD DEF change=2s.gen lord=1s.gen
   'Here is your change, Sir.'

In verbal clauses, both transitive and intransitive verbs are marked for voice and tense. Active verbs take an active prefix, the most common ones being mi- and màN-, where the prefix m- changes to h- or n- depending on tense (see section 5).

**5.** *Nî-nalasa ha Nàivo.*
   PST-ACT-hesitate PN Nàivo.
   'Nàivo hesitated.'

**6.** *N-a-hìta òmbi àho.*
   PST-ACT-see ox 1s
   'I saw an ox.'

Malagasy simple main clause subjects are generally placed in final-position in non-verbal clauses as well as in verbal clauses, as seen in the preceding examples. In the majority of cases where undergoer arguments appear with active verbs, they occur immediately after the verb and are indefinite as in (6) unless specified by a demonstrative or the definite article ny, as in (7):

**7.** *Làsa n-i-làhatra nanëhana ny grèvistes an!*
   Gone n-i-làhatra n-aN-i-òhàna ny grèvistes an!
   PST-ACT-stand,in.line PST-ACT-support DEF strikers INTJ
   'Gone [on strike] to support the strikers!' (emphatic)

Passive verbs are marked with the affixes -ina, -ana or -a. The undergoer argument appears in subject position and is generally definite (Manaster-Ramer 1992:276). The
actor argument immediately follows the verb, often in the form of a clitic pronoun. Contrast (6) with (8):

(8) An, napetrafo t-ëo ny tômihuila...  
An, n-a-petrafo=a t-ëo ny tômihuila...  
INTJ PST-PASS=PR=GEN,DEF t-ëo t-ëo ny tômihuila...  
‘Uh, I left the car there...’

Other arguments and adjuncts typically occur in between the two core arguments of transitive verbs:

(9) Nananava’no ny Croix Rouge kermésy ny  
n-a-ndào-v-an=’n’ny PST-CIRC-do-GEN,DEF t-ëo t-ëo  
vôla voa-ângona.  
vôla voa-ângona.  
money RES-raise  
‘The money raised was used by the Croix Rouge to organize a fair.’

(10) Natan’no ny Croix Rouge tâmin’ny vôla  
n-a-ndào=’n’ny PST-CIRC-do-GEN,DEF t-ëo t-ëo  
vôla voa-ângona.  
vôla voa-ângona.  
money RES-raise fair  
‘The Red Cross organized the fair with the money raised.’

(11) Nananava’no ny Croix Rouge kermésy  
PST-CIRC-do-GEN,DEF t-ëo Mahavôky  
ny t-ëo  
vôla voa-ângona.  
money RES-raise  
‘The money raised was used by the Red Cross to organize a fair in Mahavôky on Friday.’

Adjuncts occurring after the subject can be interpreted as modifying the subject rather than the overall predicate, as in (12).

(12) Nananava’no ny Croix Rouge kermésyô ny vôla  
PST-CIRC-do-GEN,DEF t-ëo Mahavôky  
vôla voa-ângona.  
money RES-raise  
‘The money raised on Friday in Mahavôky was used by the Red Cross to organize a fair.’

As shown in examples (10), (11), and (12), prepositional phrases always show tense agreement with the verb. Here they are inflected for past tense with the prefix t- (i.e. t-ëo and t-ëmin’ny).

The unmarked VXS word order may be altered by the fronting of a normally post-predicate subject followed by the focus marker no: S + no + P. The element preceding the particle no, which is the subject appearing here in clause-initial position, carries the greatest prominence in the clause, e.g.:

(13) Ny mpaniântara no n-i-tëhaka.  
DEF teacher FOC PST-APC-clap the hand  
‘The teacher (and no one else) applauded.’

(13) encodes a restrictive meaning singling out this teacher from any other person who might be under consideration (e.g. the musician, the children, the spectators, etc.).

This type of focus construction is not restricted to subjects. Other non-predicate elements (e.g. an adverb) can also appear in initial position and be followed by the particle no indicating focus on this element. Thus, in the sentence: Omily no niâng sy (yesterday FOC PST:leave 3) the focus is on the temporal adverb omily ‘yesterday’. He/she left yesterday (and not on another day). Compare also:

(14) T-ëo Mahavôky t-ëmin’ny zomà no  
PST-MED.INVIS Mahavôky PST-OD.3SG.DEF Friday FOC  
nananava’no ny  
PST-CIRC-do-GEN,DEF t-ëo  
vôla voa-ângona.  
money RES-raise  
‘It was in Mahavôky on Friday that a fair was organized by the Red Cross with the money raised.’

Another inversion construction may be obtained simply by fronting the post-predicate subject, which yields an ‘emphatic’ SVO word order. The preposed subject is set off from the remainder of a sentence by a pause or by lengthening the last vowel (fâran:...) of the preposed subject argument (cf. Rasoloson 1994:109-122):

(15) Ly mihavôky fârâno:... tsey mbôla n-a-hita ranomàiani.  
3 sister last NEG yet FOC PST-APC-see sea  
‘The youngest two (sisters) of them, they have not seen the sea yet.’

This ‘emphatic’ SVO construction could be given as an answer to the question: ‘Who has not seen the sea yet?’

In predicate focus constructions, the subject also occurs in clause-initial position, and the predicate is preceded by the particle dia: S + dia + P. The implication of this type of construction is that, of the set of potential events under consideration (put in brackets as shown below), there is only one which is carried out (16).

(16) Ny bifikely dia n-i-hinana ny faka=ny.  
DEF insect(s) FOC PST-APC-eat DEF root=3SG  
‘The insect(s) ate its roots (they did not damage them or play with them, etc.).’

Compare this example with the related subject-focus clause construction:

(17) Bifikely no n-i-hinana ny faka=ny.  
insect(s) FOC PST-APC-eat DEF roots=3SG  
‘Insects (not butterflies, not bees, not dragonflies, etc.) ate its roots.’
In a subtype of the predicate-focus construction, the clause-initial subject consists of a nominalized expression and the predicate of a nominal expression:

(18) Ny n-i-hinana ny faka=ny dia bìbìkely.

\textit{Insect(s) ate its roots (the ones who ate its roots were insects).}

3.2 Noun phrases

Basic order in full noun phrases is \textit{determiner head modifier}. Alternative orders of head and modifier are possible but usually convey a different meaning. Thus, adjectives usually follow their head as in \textit{ny kirako malato} (DEF shoes dirty) ‘the dirty shoes’. If the adjective precedes its head, a nominalization results (cf. also section 6.1): \textit{ny maloto kirako} (DEF dirty shoes) ‘the one with the dirty shoes’.

Common noun phrases are marked for definiteness by an article or a demonstrative, with a special set of markers occurring in the case of personal names (cf. Table 16.3).

In addition to the definite article \textit{ny}, there is the determiner \textit{i} which is used for referents known to speaker and hearer via specific shared knowledge without necessarily having been mentioned in the preceding discourse.

(19) Ary ilay rangehy m-i-pitsoka hita=nano?

\textit{What about that crazy man you saw?}

The personal article \textit{i} is not used when the name begins with a proper name proclitic, \textit{I-, Ra-, Ila-} or \textit{Ila-}. In addition to the personal article \textit{i}, there is a further personal article \textit{ry} which designates a group of persons in a family relationship or in a friendship relationship with the person denoted by the noun it precedes (20). \textit{Ry} is also used before nouns to address someone directly (21).

(20) Nandarena taratasa ry Bakoly.

n-an-lefa taratasa ry Bakoly

\textit{Bakoly and her family sent a letter.}

(21) N-shy vola ve t-ado ry Mama?

n-shy money n-assendye cf-med layvisible pf n Mun

\textit{Was there any money in there, Mum?}

The full genitive clitics of the group (A) in Table 16.3 are used as proclitics, forming possessive predicates (group B is discussed in the next section). \textit{An’ny} [anni] and \textit{an’ilay} are employed with definite common nouns whereas \textit{an’i} [ani] is used with proper nouns.

(22) An’ny mpampianatra’i Sendra ty pokete’ra ty.

\textit{This bag belongs to Sendra’s teacher.}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 16.3: NOUN PHRASE MARKERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ny/litry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal names</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(23) An’i Rina ‘zao e!

\textit{Rina now INTJ}

\textit{‘It is Rina’s [turn] now!’}

These possessive predicates can be nominalized by preposing the definite article \textit{ny} and then function as subjects (preposed subjects in the following example):

(24) Ny an’ isé diso fa ny an’ ilalay no méty.

\textit{Wrong but okay}

\textit{‘Your’ (i.e. one trainee’s performance) is wrong but yours’ (another trainee’s performance) is okay.’ (Teacher to his trainees.)}

Pronouns come in three major sets rather than the two attested for common nouns (see Table 16.4 for a summary). The nominative case is used for pronoun subject arguments, e.g. \textit{Léo izy} (fed up 3) ‘he/she is fed up’; the dative for non-subject arguments and for predicates conveying possession, e.g. \textit{Léo azy aho} (fed up 3 DAT 1SG) ‘I am fed up with him/her, Acoré io. (2p DAT that) ‘That is yours’. The genitive forms are used to indicate the actor of a non-active verb, e.g. \textit{Vita=kox i lay bóky}. (PASS-finish=1SG DET book) ‘I finished that book’, or the possessor of a nominal, e.g. \textit{ry solomázo=náo} (DEF glasses 3SG GEN) ‘your glasses’. They are also used for most prepositional objects. The choice between the two genitive forms is morphologically conditioned, as discussed in the next section.

Both forms of the first pronoun singular \textit{aha} and \textit{izahy} can function as a nominative subject. The difference between them is conditioned by word order: \textit{Izahy} is the clause-initial counterpart of \textit{aha}. E.g.: \textit{Miáa aho} (work 1SG) ‘I am working’ vs. \textit{Izahy dia miáa} (1SG FOC work) ‘I am working (not sleeping)’.

The second singular pronoun \textit{andao} is not necessarily a familiar form. In most uses, it is fact exclusive of any kind of familiarity and is used as a distant form. In family relationships, however, \textit{andao} may express familiarity when used between a married couple or by an adult addressing a child. In other informal friendly relationships, a different set of nominal address forms is preferred which encode additional information about the speech act participants (sex, age, social status, personal relationship, etc.), e.g. \textit{ilahy} (high degree of familiarity, addressing a male), \textit{ndrý} (high degree of familiarity, addressing a female), \textit{isé} (high degree of familiarity) (cf. example (24) above and Rasoloson 2000).

<p>| TABLE 16.4: FULL AND CLITIC FORMS OF MALAGASY PERSONAL PRONOUNS |
|-------------------|-----------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NOM</th>
<th>DAT</th>
<th>GEN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.SG</td>
<td>izahy</td>
<td>=ko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.SG</td>
<td>anáo</td>
<td>=nó</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.PL.INDCL</td>
<td>tika</td>
<td>=ntika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.PL.EXCL</td>
<td>izahy</td>
<td>=náy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.PL</td>
<td>anaréo</td>
<td>=naréo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.SG or PL</td>
<td>izy</td>
<td>=ny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.PL</td>
<td>izy iréo</td>
<td>=ny iréo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2.1 Genitive constructions

Genitive constructions are morphophonologically complex and differ for pronominal and nominal genitive modifiers. The head of a genitive construction can be a noun, a verb in passive or circumstantial voice, or a preposition.

The use of the genitive pronouns (Table 16.4) varies according to whether or not the final syllable of the head is a weak syllable. Heads not ending in a weak syllable take the genitive pronouns of group (I), e.g. ny kirâro > ny kirâro = ko (DEF shoe = 1GEN 'my shoe'), ny boky > ny bôi = narîo (DEF book = 2GEN 'your book'). With heads ending in weak -na, the weak syllable drops and genitive pronouns of group (I) are used as well: kâvina 'earring' > kâvina = rây (earing = 1PLGEN). If the head ends in weak -ka or -ra, the final -a of the weak syllable is dropped and the genitive pronoun clitics of group (II) are used: e.g. pêrâtra 'ring' > pêrâtra = lao (ring = 2SGEN 'your ring'). If these clitics begin with a consonant (i.e. the third person and the first person plural inclusive clitics), then they replace the weak syllable, hence pêrâta 'her/his/their ring' and pêrâta 'our (incl.) ring'.

If the genitive argument consists of a noun or noun phrase, a number of different scenarios have to be distinguished. In the case of definite noun phrases and personal names functioning as genitive arguments, the genitive markers of group (B) in Table 16.3 above are used: = n ny (phonologically /ñ/) is employed with common nouns while = n i (phonologically also /ñ/) is employed with personal names: ny boky 'the book(s)' > ny boky = n ny mpâmpâna 'the teacher's book', ny kirâro 'the shoes' > ny kirâro = nî Fây 'Fây's shoes'. Major variants of this basic rule are as follows:

- If the personal name begins with /i/ (including names beginning with the personal name proclitic Ra =) the genitive marker is simply = n sây 'photograph' + Rasolo > sârin-d Rasolo 'Rasolo's photograph' (r > ã is a phonologically regular alternation in reduplication, compounds and genitive constructions (cf. section 2.3)). The use of a dash in between head and genitive argument in this environment is a convention of standard Malagasy orthography. Another example with a verbal head is Mboola taton-Diralay ny kafo (still pass-pound = GEN Ralay DEF coffee) 'Ralay is still pounding the coffee'.

- If the genitive argument is a personal name and the head ends in a weak syllable (ka, tra, or na) the vowel a of the weak syllable is dropped (in orthographic representations it is replaced with an apostrophe) and no special genitive marker is used: kâvina 'earring' > kâvina = Rina 'Rina's earrings'. As the preceding example shows, this rule also applies to personal names beginning with /i/, which are then preceded by the personal article i.

- If the genitive argument is a definite common noun and the head ends in weak ka or tra, the final a of the weak syllable is replaced with /i/ followed by the article ny, e.g.: pêrâtra 'ring' > pêry ny 'my sister's ring', zânaka 'child' > zânaka ny aliâna 'child(ren) of the night=children who are wandering about in the night'.

- If the genitive argument is a definite common noun and the head ends in weak na, the weak syllable is replaced by = n ny, e.g. hâvava 'relative' + ny séfo 'the boss' > hâvava = n ny séfo 'relative(s) of the boss'.

Finally, if the genitive argument is an indefinite (common) noun phrase, then the genitive marker is = n as in stâmno 'man or daughter in law' + andriana 'nobleman' > vinânto andriana 'a nobleman's son or daughter in law', trâno 'house' + andriana 'nobleman' > trânon andriana 'a nobleman's house' (conventionally written as a single word in standard Malagasy orthography). If the genitive argument begins with a fricative or a liquid, this initial consonant is turned into a stop according to the rules stated in Table 16.2. Examples: adâlo 'crazy' + laîlo 'games' > adâlan-lâlo 'game-read (person)', vinânto + sika'ika 'friend' > vinântô-sika'ika 'a friend's son in law or a friend's daughter in law'. Once again, somewhat different regularities hold for heads ending in weak syllables (see Keenan and Polinsky 1998:575ff. for details and examples).

Adjectives may follow either the genitive argument or the head. In the latter case, the genitive case marker, if any, is directly appended to the adjective: ny boky malâto = n ny mpâmpâna 'the teacher's dirty book'. If the adjective follows the genitive argument, this may result in two different constructions distinguished by context and intonational contour. One possibility is an unmarked restrictive relative clause (cf. section 3.2.2) as in ny boky ny mpâmpâna malâto 'the teacher's book(s) which is/are dirty', the other an 'emphatic' subject construction (cf. section 3.1): ny boky ny mpâmpâna (pause) malâto 'the teacher's book(s), they are dirty'.

3.2.2 Relative clauses

Malagasy relative clauses follow the noun they modify. They are optionally introduced by the relative clause marker iâzay and optionally followed by a demonstrative: DEF + N + (iâzay) + Predicate Phrase + (DEM) (Keenan 1994). Malagasy can only relativize on subjects and on possessors of subjects. Consequently, the verb in the relative clause has to appear in the appropriate voice, as illustrated in the following examples (in all of which iâzay is omissible):

(25) i Bêma [iâzay nanôraîna tarasàsy ho an'ny nâmà = ny] PN Bêma REL PST.ACT:WRITE letter to GEN.DEF friend = 3.GEN 'Bêma who wrote a letter to his friend'

(26) ny tarasàsy [iâzay nosorâsan'î Bêma ho an'ny nâmà = ny] DEF letter [REL PST.WRIT:PASS.GEN.NP B. to GEN.DEF friend = 3.GEN 'the letter [that Bêma wrote to his friend]'

(27) ny nâmà = ny [iâzay nanôraîna Bêma tarasàsy] DEF friend = 3.GEN REL PST.CIRC:WRITE.GEN.NP Bêma letter 'His friend whom Bêma wrote a letter'

(28) ny tråno [iâzay hanôvanâna ny hassôvan-jàsa] ny tråno iâzay haz-àno-ta-v-ana ny hassôva v-ana = âza DEF House REL PUT:LOC-to-CIRC-LOC DEF CIRC-good-LOC-CIRC-child 'The house [where the child's circumcision will be carried out]'

By using a non-active voice, it is also possible to relativize on the possessor in a possessive construction. Thus, from (29) one may form (30):

(29) Nakopâkoko tamin'ny kîfàfà ny no-kakopa-ana = ko t-amin'ny kîfàfà ny PST-KNOCK-PASS = 1.SGEN PST-WITH.GEN.DEF broom DEF alîkan'îlay rangâhôy. alîka = n îlay rangâhôy. dog = GEN.DEF man 'I hit the man's dog with a broom.'
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(36) Lâvitra ávy éto ve izâny?
far coming.from prx.vis q dist.invis
‘Is that (the road, not visible) far from here (close by, visible)?’

(37) áry tsy m-isy râhona ény amîn'ny lánitra
and neg pres-exist cloud dist.vis igi-gen.def sky
‘... and there are no clouds there in the sky (distal, visible).’

(38) Mbiâna izy ány.
still dist.invis 3 dist.invis
‘He’s still (hanging about) there (distal, invisible).’

Like prepositions, deictic adverbs are marked for past tense with the prefix ti- when occurring in a past tense context:

(39) râha tônga ti-àno Ambôsitra izy.
as arrive prx-med.invis Ambôsitra 3
‘... as he arrived there in Ambositra.’

Deictic adverbs can also be verbalized with the active voice prefix mank-, e.g. Nank-ány âho (pres-act-there) ‘I went there’. This also holds for the corresponding locative question word âto ‘where’ as in Mank-âto ianàna? (pres-act-there 2s) ‘Where are you going?’

The demonstratives, which are obviously derived from the adverbs, are listed in Table 16.6. Note that there is a special, though not fully complete, series of plural forms for the visible demonstratives. The demonstratives can be used both as pronouns and as determiners. Examples for pronominal use are izy no fia=ko (that dist.vis want=1sg.gen) ‘That is what I want’ and:

(40) Ka omâtly io sa tsy omâtly e?
so yesterday med.vis or neg yesterday intj
‘So is that (fruit salad) from yesterday or not?’

When functioning as determiners, the demonstratives regularly occur at the beginning of a noun phrase, taking the place of the definite article. For emphasis, they may in fact flank the noun phrases they specify, e.g. ho anao io laba io (for 2s.dat med.vis beer med.vis) ‘That beer is for you’, sô trano lehibe izy (prx.vis house big prx.vis) ‘this big house’.

(41) izy no nanào an'iny retraretrà an'iny.
izy no n-án-tao an'iny reheatra-reheatra an'iny.
3 foc pres-act-do gen.dist.vis rdp-all dist.vis
‘He did all of that’

(42) ... na io fitambàra=n'i Allemagne io ıány
... na io f-i-tambahra ana=n'i Allemagne io ıány
or med.vis nr-circ-uniﬁy-circ=gen.vn Germany med.vis even
‘even this German reunification...’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 16.5: DEICTIC ADVERBIALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proximal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erì, éto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ahy, ahy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invisible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ahy, ahy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 16.6: MALAGASY DEMONSTRATIVES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proximal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invisible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>izàny, izàto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>izàto, izàto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ny, to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ny, to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visible.Plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iréto, iréto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iréto, iréto</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The visible/nonvisible distinction permeates the system. This distinction does not only refer to visibility in a literal sense. Instead, the invisible forms are used for referring to places or entities which are only vaguely identified or have unclear boundaries. Conversely, highly topical referents may be encoded with a visible deictic, even if they are not actually present during the speech event.

(43) nefa manao ahoana sy manao ahoana izy io?
nefa m-A-N-tao ahoana sy m-A-N-tao ahoana izy io?
but PRES-ACT-do how and PRES-ACT-do how 3 MED-VIS
‘...but just how is he (emphatic)? (referring to someone not present in the speech event but just mentioned for the first time).’

This example also shows that in emphatic reference the demonstratives may occur with personal pronouns.

Furthermore, visible deictics are employed in narratives to refer to entities whose location is known or accessible to the addressee, even though the referents are clearly not visible in the actual speech event.

(44) ka nanontintany azy t-eny an-dalan.
‘[His father approached him] and asked him there en route.’

In addition to deictic adverbs and demonstratives, there are also predicative deictics based on the same roots. Most of these are obsolete in modern Malagasy speech (but see (4) above for an example). The singular predicative deictics are from proximate to distal: inty, indro, iny, indry, intsy, indrona, indry (visible); injato, inao, injao, inda, injay, indry (invisilble).

5 VERBAL MORPHOLOGY

Malagasy verbs form the class of words that are marked for mood (section 5.4), mode (section 5.5) and voice (section 5.1). They can be classified into two primary classes, active and non-active, depending on whether they take an agentive argument in the genitive case. Non-active verbs (traditionally called ‘passive’ verbs) are those that take a genitive argument encliticized to the verb, which serves as an actor, and a subject argument in a non-agent case role. The non-active verbs may be subclassified into four groups based on their morphology: monomorphemic root passives, suffixal passives in -ina (with a stem-conditioned variant -ena), or -ana, prefixed thematic passives in -a, and circumstantial verbs which consist of the active prefix minus the m- and the suffix -ana. Malagasy verbs, like certain prepositions, are inflectionally marked for tense (cf. section 5.3), and can be derived to reflect causation (cf. section 5.6), and reciprocity (cf. section 5.7). This section also details the specifics of the Malagasy resultatives formed from the prefixes tafa-, and voo- (cf. section 5.2).

5.1 Voice

5.1.1 Active verbs

Active verbs in Malagasy are those verbs that take one of the following active prefixes: m-, mi-, ma-, maN-, miaN-, miha-, mana-, masa-, man-, or maka-, and form their imperatives with -a (Sec.5.4). Among the very few exceptions to the bimorphemic nature of active verbs are the verbs tia ‘to like’, and the following verbs of motion: tamy ‘about to arrive’, lasa ‘to be gone’, tonga ‘to arrive’, and azy ‘to come’. The last three verbs can be used as auxiliaries:

(45) Tena lasa man-sokatra varavaraana mihisy anie i Nivo e!
Tena lasa n-A-N-sokatra varavaraana mihisy anie i Nivo e!
even gone PST-ACT-open gate indeed PSTL PN NIVO INFI
‘Nivo has even gone to open the gate!’

The verb tia ‘to like’ may also appear as te= before a verb in the future tense, where it functions as an auxiliary proclitic meaning ‘to want’: te=hi-anatra amindra aho.
(want=PST-ACT-learn from.you 1sg) ‘I want to learn from you’.

Furthermore, the verbs tia, lasa and tonga may also occur as root passive verbs, taking genitive agents, e.g. Tia=nano ve ny iana=nana (like(wss)=2P.GEN O DEF work=2P.GEN ‘Do you like your job?’.

Of the four basic active prefixes mi- and maN- are highly productive, whereas the prefixes m- and ma- apply only to a closed class of roots. We will discuss the four prefixes by their order of productivity.

The mi- prefix is used to form intransitive verbs such as mila ‘to camp’, miemp ‘to dissolve, melt’, misitsinamana ‘to float’, mihavanana ‘to be friends’.

(46) Mbola mba mi-teny ve izany?
still KOV PST-ACT-speak O DIST.INVIS
‘Does that still make sense?’

Mi- verbs may also take objects, which are usually non-specific, unless qualified by the definite article or demonstrative: Hi-soro (my) labesana izy. (iMun-ACT-drink 3er beer) 3 ‘He will drink (the) beer’. Very low on the transitivity continuum, mi- verbs cannot be used to form ditransitive verbs, unlike the passive affixes and the active prefix maN-. Mi- is also used with verbs that are inherently reciprocal, e.g. mi-anadany ‘to be siblings’ and misesobaty/mi-saotra-ney (ACT-play-spare) ‘to divorce each other’.

Many maN- verbs, with the less frequent variant mana-, can also be shown to be primarily intransitive, e.g. mando ‘to boil, bubble’, mangashy ‘to be timid’, manenroka ‘to give off smoke’. But maN- verbs are usually distinguished from their mi-counterparts in that they have one more argument in their semantic frame, putting them relatively higher on the transitivity continuum. Their semantics is therefore comparable to their passive counterparts. Compare the following triplets: mi-saraoka ‘to be separated, divorced’ vs. manaraoka (active), sarahina (passive) ‘to separate something, detach’, mi-fira ‘to be circumcised’ vs. mamora (active), forina (passive) ‘to circumcise somebody’, mi-ampy ‘to be added’, manampy (active), ampiana (passive) ‘to add, to augment’.

M- verbs are those in which a tense prefix (1-past, 2-present, 3-future) directly appends to the root. There are a few dozen such verbs, including miana ‘to have’, mino ‘to believe’, mody ‘to go home’, mely ‘to agree’, aendrika ‘to deserve’, mereka ‘to drill’, misy ‘to exist’, and mako ‘to take’.

Ma- verbs comprise a closed class of verbs, which are primarily active, like their Philippine counterparts. They include makata ‘to see’, malaty ‘to sleep’, marary ‘to be sick’, maloto ‘to be clean’, mahisy ‘to be straight’, malany ‘to be foul smelling’, masaka ‘to be ripe; well cooked’, maroroka ‘to grow rapidly’.

The remaining active voice affixes convey more specific meanings in addition to active voice; mian- indicates direction (motion towards) or tendency, e.g. mian-ala
(act-forest) 'to go to the forest', mihe-tsena 'to go to the market'; mihe- expresses the inchoative, e.g. miha-mangatsika 'to become cold'. For manka- see section 4, and for manka- section 5.6.

5.1.2 Passives

Formally speaking, passive verbs are the most heterogeneous kind of verbs in Malagasy, as they may be formed with prefixes, suffixes, or no morphology at all. Their common feature is that they take a genitive argument as actor, usually in a transitive verb frame, and do not take the imperative suffix -a associated with active verbs, but -y or -o. The nominative argument of passive verbs is non-agentive, which can be a variety of things with respect to the semantics of the passive verb: a patient, theme, location, or instrument. Although in the majority of tokens of passive verbs, a genitive argument is overtly expressed, there are cases in which no arguments are overtly expressed, and the subject is understood to be a non-agentive argument which must be inferred from the context.

(47) Mboła voasona. Mboła kikisana.
mbola voasana. mbola kity-s-anana
still peel PASS still grate-SF-PASS
'It's still being peeled off. Still being grated.' [talking about ginger fruit]

We will now discuss passives by their morphological form and function, differentiating the roles of the root passives, suffixing passives in -ina and -ana and the -a-thematic passives.

Root passives are those verbs that are monomorphic and take either an actor in the genitive case, or a patient in the nominative case or both.

(48) Tsy n-isy zavatra re dfasy ny fi-putraparaky ny rano.
NEG PST-EXIST thing PASS hear except DEF NR-drip drop:Def:DEF water
'Nothing was heard except the drip drop of the water.'

They are rather frequent in Malagasy discourse, cited in Koenan (1994) to comprise thirty percent of the occurrences of passive verbs, second in frequency to the -ina passives. Root passives in Malagasy include experiencer verbs such as azo 'understood', hita 'seen', re 'heard', fanaitra 'known', heno 'listened to', tsapa 'felt', tsinjo 'perceived from above', tady 'remembered', and a number of other verbs such as hahy 'able to', rela 'defeated', voky 'broken', babo 'captured', voa 'afflicted', etc.

The most frequently occurring passive verbs in discourse are those taking the suffixes -ina (-ena), or -ana, with concomitant stress shift on one syllable to the right for minimally bisyllabic roots. Unlike in Philippine languages, where the choice between the suffixes is dependent upon the semantics involved, the suffix choice in Malagasy is largely a feature of the root, except in the very few (dozen or so) cases where roots can accept both -ana and -ina with different meanings (Rahajiarizafy 1969:190). While -ina is much more frequent than -ana for passive verbs, only -ana is used for circumstantial verbs, so the suffixes most likely carried different meanings in a paradigm that was productive earlier on in the history of the language.

The passive suffix is appended to the root formative, which is not necessarily identical to the root used with an active verb. The stem endings -ka, -ra, and -na are reduced before the suffixes, and many roots take a thematic consonant before the suffix. Some roots change their final vowel before the addition of the suffix, and non-final diphthongs

### Table 16.7: Formulation of Suffixing Passives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Suffixing stem</th>
<th>Suffixed passive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) Reduction of stem endings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tataka 'break'</td>
<td>tapahina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sora 'write'</td>
<td>soratana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maka 'think; mind'</td>
<td>sakhina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Addition of a thematic consonant or with or without stem ending reduction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hafrana 'message, order'</td>
<td>hafrana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsinio 'see from afar'</td>
<td>tainovina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doka 'traveller'</td>
<td>dokakina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tara 'see through'</td>
<td>tarafina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Change of final root vowel with or without a thematic consonant added</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jerena 'look at'</td>
<td>jerena</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voy 'plant'</td>
<td>vovina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rela 'fathom, measure'</td>
<td>refena</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tata 'pass through'</td>
<td>tetena</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aihy 'wait'</td>
<td>andrana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tadorina 'pay attention'</td>
<td>tancrema</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) Addition of stem formant -ar-, -az- or -av-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dimibasa 'replacement'</td>
<td>dimibasana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>be 'big'</td>
<td>beza</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tady 'look for'</td>
<td>tadiava</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Within roots often become monophthongal in stems before the suffixes, e.g. taisa 'a nursing child' > tezaina 'bring up children (passive)'. The major types of passive formations are summarized in Table 16.7.

In addition to these regular alternations, suffixing passives sometimes also involve suppletion. Verbs with suppletive active-passive pairs include: moka 'take (act)', ala-ina 'take (pass)'; mi-tendra 'carry (act)', bina-ina 'carry (pass)'; mi-vakona 'sell (act)', amidy 'sell (pass)'; and mamalofo 'peel (act)', voainana 'be peeled (pass)'. It should be noted that the infix -in-, the perfective or realis counterpart of the cognates of -ina- and -ana undergoes voice suffixes in a number of Western Austronesian languages, is not a productive morpheme in Malagasy, although it surfaces as an infix in a few passive verbs, e.g. voky 'broken', vindo 'be broken'.

A number of stative verbs share the ability to derive passive forms, e.g. volo 'hair' + -ina > volo-ina 'hairsty' (adj.) but volo + -ana > volo-s-ana 'to be plucked (of fowl)'; ma-dio 'clean', dio + -ina > dioina 'to be cleaned' (pass.).

The prefix a- forms passive verbs that, like the suffixal passives, are most often encountered with an overt genitive actor. However, they differ from the suffixal passives in that the nominative argument is most likely to be either an instrument, a theme or an argument which is physically or psychologically conveyed, a-siri 'to mark with (instrument) vs. sorita-ina (< soritra-ina) 'to mark something, that which is marked (patient)'; a-dika 'to translate, copy (theme) vs. dikaina 'to cross (location)' Common verbs which specify conveyance include a-katoka 'move away, separate', a-olaka 'turn something aside', a-rosa 'push, push forward', a-rinina 'push out of the way', a-telina 'swallow', a-tatoa 'present to, give as a gift', a-tatoa 'fill up with earth', etc. A-passive verbs may also denote themes which are transformed, e.g. a-olana 'to twist'.

The prefix a- carries secondary stress and maintains its syllabic integrity before vowel-initial roots; aolaka 'turn something aside' syllabifies as aolaka. Although the
$\alpha$-passives are formally quite different from the suffixal passives, they take the same tense marking, reduplication and imperative marking as their suffixal counterparts, maintaining the appropriate consonant mutations, and stem alternations (cf. §5.3).

It should be noted here that all thematic passives with the prefix $\alpha$- have suffixing passive or circumstantial counterparts.

### 5.1.3 Circumstantial verbs.

Circumstantial or 'relative' verbs in Malagasy are readily identifiable as those verbs, which have both an active prefix ($\alpha$, $\alpha N$, $\alpha$, $\emptyset$) and the passive suffix -ana. Table 16.8 presents a few typical examples.

The name 'circumstantial' was coined to reflect the nature of the subject as being a semantically peripheral argument of the verb. They are usually cited in paradigms with active and passive examples as in (49–51), giving the somewhat false impression that they are fully productive as main predicate verbs.

*(49) Mandrakotra lamba ny tôngony aho.
   m-aN-rakotra lamba ny tonggora=ny aho
   PRES-ACT-cover blanket DEF leg=3.GEN 1s
   'I cover his legs with a blanket.' (Active)*

*(50) Rakofako lamba ny tôngony.
   rakoatra-ana=ko lamba ny tonggora=ny.
   COVER-PASS=3.SG:GEN blanket DEF leg=3.GEN
   'I cover his legs with a blanket.' (Passive Patient)*

*(51) Arakotra ny tôngony ny lamba.
   a-rakotra =o ny tonggora =ny ny lamba.
   PASS-COVER=1.SG:GEN DEF leg=3.GEN DEF cloth
   'I cover his legs with a blanket.' (Thematic Passive)*

*(52) Andrakofako ny tôngony ny lamba.
   aN-rakotra-ana=ko ty tonggora=ny ny lamba.
   CIRC-COVER=CIRC=1.SG:GEN DEF leg=3.GEN DEF blanket
   'I cover his legs with a blanket.' (Circumstantial)*

Examples (50) and (51) are different in that in (50) the subject argument is the patient ny tonger while in (51) it is the instrument ny lamba. Structurally, the prefix passive clause (51) and the circumstantial clause (52) are identical. One major difference between them is that circumstantial clauses ordinarily are not used as main predicates in natural discourse. They typically appear as modifiers to nouns in relative clause constructions (with or without the relativizer tady), or after the focal particle no.

---

### TABLE 16.8: MALAGASY VERBS IN THREE VOICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Passive</th>
<th>Circumstantial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sasa ‘wash’</td>
<td>manasa</td>
<td>sasana</td>
<td>anasana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vono ‘kill’</td>
<td>mamono</td>
<td>vonina</td>
<td>amonina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resaka ‘converse’</td>
<td>misresaka</td>
<td>resahina</td>
<td>ireshahana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>haino ‘hear’</td>
<td>mihaino</td>
<td>hainina</td>
<td>ihainina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>araika ‘follow’</td>
<td>manaraika</td>
<td>arahina</td>
<td>anarahana</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*(53) ilay zazavavy nampikariny ho vady
   ilay zazavavy n-amp-i-akatra-ina=ny ho vady
   DEF young woman PST-CAU-CIRC-lift up-CIRC=3.GEN for wife
   'that young woman he married'*

*(54) Aiza intsony no hadatidicika ko an’izany?
   aiza intsony no baha-tadidi-avara=ko an’izany?
   where ever FOC PST-FOC-remember-SF-CIRC=1.GEN GEN:DIT:INVIS
   'How am I ever supposed to remember that?'

In nominal frames after an article or existential, the circumstantial verb specifies the purpose, reason, or circumstance of an act, not the actor (as expressed by an active verb counterpart), or the patient (as expressed by a passive verb counterpart).

*(55) Tsy misy niomanan’ny olona mihitry.
   Tsy misy ni-omana-ana=n’ny olona mihitry.
   NEG PRES-EXIST PST-prepare-CIRC=GEN.DEF person a little
   'There was no time at all for the people to prepare.' (lit. there was no way/means at all in which the people could get ready)

Circumstantial verbs may also be employed to modify nouns in lexicalized compound constructions: vian-dresaka niaraha=ny (interview accompany: CIRC=3.GEN) ‘his joint interview’.

Circumstantial verbs may also be formed with the secondary prefixes -anka-, -amp-, with the reciprocal prefix -if-, and with reduplicated stems. Their imperatives are formed in the same way as passive imperatives, taking either -y, or -o, as determined by the vocalic nature of the root (Sec 5.4).

### 5.2 Voa- and Tafa- resultatives

The resultative prefixes voa- and tafa- are considered together here because they share a few morphosyntactic similarities. They do not inflect for imperative mode or past tense, e.g. voa-tonina’ny likeitra ny loha=ny (RES-FALL:GEN:DEP table DEF head=3.GEN)

'The table fell on his head'.

Contrary to many grammatical analyses of Malagasy, we do not categorize these resultatives with passives. The behavior of voa- and tafa- resultatives is strikingly different from $\alpha$-, $\alpha$-ina and $\alpha$-ana passives, as the agent, typically coded in the genitive case, is usually absent.

The differences between voa- and tafa- resultatives are as follows: voa-, historically apparently related to the root voa ‘fruit, seed’, encodes composite states with experiencers (non-agents) in subject function. Examples of voa- resultatives include: voa-rakitra ‘preserved’, voa-fidy ‘elected’, voa-tetry ‘forced’, voa-haja ‘respected’, and voa-faritra ‘demarcated’. They may participate in compounding to form new lexical items: olona-baofidy ‘olona-voa-fidy’ (person-RES-elect ‘elected official’).

Although the agent of voa- predicates is usually unexpressed, it may be expressed immediately after the voa-resultative, provided it is not in initial predicate position.

*(56) Fokontany efatra no voa-kasiky ny ranoro.
   fokontany four FOC RES-affect:GEN DEF water
   'Four fokontany (communities) were affected by the water' (in a flood).

Tafa- resultatives often encode a coincidental or unexpected state of affairs. The subject of tafa- resultatives exercises more control to bring about the resultant state than the subject of a voa-formative.
5.3 Tense and aspect

Most Malagasy verbs take inflectional tense marking in accordance with the following patterns. Active verbs with the prefix m- change the initial prefix m- to n- to indicate past tense, and h- for the future tense, e.g. manombo 'serve', nanombo 'served', hanombo 'will serve'; H'i-araaka amin'i neny izy ( Fut-act-accompany with gen.pl. mother 3) 'He'll go with Mother'. Like active verbs, stative verbs and the majority of adjectives beginning with the present active prefix m- take n- for the past tense and h- for the future tense, e.g. ma-homby 'successful' > na-homby 'was successful' > ha-homby 'will be successful'.

All circumstantial verbs, and passive verbs that begin with a vowel or take the prefix a-, also take the prefix n- for their past form, and h- for their future form, e.g. orohana 'be kissed', gorohana 'was kissed', horohana 'will be kissed'. Suffixal passives that begin with a consonant take the prefix no- for the past tense and ho- for the future tense (formerly written as separate words), e.g. velomina 'is brought to life/start engine/fire' novelomina 'was brought to life', kovelomina 'will be brought to life'.

The particle ho is used to form the future of certain verb types that do not inflect for past tense: monomorphemic root verbs, or resultatives which take the prefixes tafa- or vou-: Ho tonga=ko ny ovo (Fut bring(pass)=1.sg. def sweet potatos) 'I'll bring the sweet potatoes', Efa ho lasa izy (Done Fut depart 3) 'He is about to leave'. It may also be employed to express the future of nominal and deictic predicates Ho mpitsabo Rasoa (Fut doctor R.) 'Rasoa will be a doctor', Ho any amin'i tanana i Koto (Fut dist.infins in.gen.deff village in Koto) 'Koto will be in the village'.

Most verbs in Malagasy carry only one inflectional tense marker, but there are a few derived verbal compounds that can carry two, such as miara-mandeha (prs:with-pass:go) 'go with' vs. hiara-handeha 'will go with' (Ranaivoson unpublished).

Inflectional past tense is not only reserved for verbs and adjectives beginning with m-. As already noted above, demonstratives, prepositions and the locative interrogative aiza 'where' may also inflect for past tense, however, with a different prefix (-i). In auxiliary and complement constructions, both the auxiliary/matrix verb and the complement verb are marked for tense (59).

(59) N-i-petraka n-an-gina t-eto izy róa láhy...
PST-act-sit PST-act-silence PST-there 3 two boy,
fa tsy nisy oíona nihelinginina.
fa tsy n-tsiny oíona n-i-kapa-helina.
but NEG PST-exist person PST-act-pass_by
'The two boys sat there silently, but nobody passed by.'

5.4 Imperative formation

Imperatives of adjectival and active verbs are usually formed by suffixing -a after the stem (sometimes with insertion of a final consonant to the root if the latter ends in a vowel). However, if the stem terminates in stressed e, no suffix is added. After stems that end in -a, the suffix -a and the final vowel merge while attracting stress: milaza + -a = milaza 'Tell!'. The adresssee is not overtly expressed in the imperative, e.g. Ma zotila (act-diligent-imp) 'Be diligent!'. Imperatives of prefixing or suffixing passives are formed by adding the suffix -y to the full stem of the verb if the last syllable of the stem contains the vowel o, otherwise -o is suffixed. The suffix -y may also be applied if the penultimate syllable of the stem contains the vowel o, and the last syllable does not contain a high vowel i or e as illustrated with lozy-y in Table 16.9, which exemplifies the regularities just stated. Prohibitives are formed with azava 'don't' and the verb in its present indicative form, and the particle mba is used for polite, less forceful suggestions.

(61) Mba atory
lalaná alô azañay.
mba a-to-ry
lalaná alô azañay
BOV PASS-point COM-PASS IMP way 1SG please
'Please show me the way!'

Less forceful suggestions may also be uttered using the indicative form of the verb instead of the imperative: M-i-anatra m-i-tsity (prs:act-learn prs:act-save) 'Learn to save money'. Future tense is yet another option for suggestions:

(62) Mi-fiñàsa-ja
amin'izy, 'ndào h-i-nakafo e!
PRs-act-wake-SF IMP then PRPSV fut-act-meal INTJ
'Get up then! Let's have breakfast!'
TABLE 16.9: IMPERATIVE FORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active imperatives</th>
<th>Passive imperatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Root</strong></td>
<td><strong>Active</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tônga ‘arrive’</td>
<td>tônga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hevitra ‘think’</td>
<td>mihevitra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fya ‘delicious’</td>
<td>mankafy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ome ‘give’</td>
<td>manomé</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sokāra ‘open’</td>
<td>sokāra</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Verbs of cognition such as mahafanitra ‘know’ and mahalàlà ‘learn’ also take the maha- affix. Peculiar to the maha- affix is its ability to form verbs from locative deictics: naha-i-teto (pst.pot-pst here) ‘brought here’.

### 5.6 Causatives

There are three causative prefixes: (m)amp-, (m)anka-, and (m)aha-. The prefix mamp- is the most prototypical one, as it may encode a volitional agent and is the most productive of the causative affixes. It is used in both active and passive voices. Example clauses are lona no zavatra mamp-a-tatóha anao (what fec thing PNS-CAU-act-aff aid 2SDAT) ‘What things scare you?’ and:

(67) Éfa nampanantena aho fa handa. 
*Éfa nampanantena aho fa h-an-loa* already PST-CAU-act-promise is that FUT-CAU-promise to pay. 

‘I already promised (made a promise) to pay.’

(68) Ampisambóry vóla aho azafady. 
*ampisambóry vóla aho azafady* 

‘Please loan me some money.’

The prefixes maha- and manka- greatly differ from mamp- in their function. As noted in section 5.5, the prefix maha- may form causative verbs that denote actions in which the causation is non-volitional, e.g. zava-maha-domélina (thing-cau-stupefy) ‘narco tic, something that causes a stupefied state’. The prefix manka-, on the other hand, combines primarily with passive roots to form verbs which may express either causation or appreciation of a state: mankarary ‘to cause illness’, mankasitraka ‘consider pleasing, appreciate, enjoy’.

### 5.5 Potentive mode

Potentive verbs are those that are morphologically marked to express states, or actions that are ablative, non-volitional or accidental. They are formed with the prefix ma(ha)-.

(63) ’Zay m-ânana postipósy zâo no tênya maha-vôa. 
Who PRES-ÂJACT-have rickshaw NOW FCS really ros-hit.the.mark 
‘Those who own rickshaws are really making profits now.’

(64) Tsify mahâzô miâsa? 
tsy isy maha-âzo mi-âsa 
NEG exist POT-get PRES-ÂJACT-work 
‘Nobody is allowed to work?’

Like the prefix maha- in Philippine languages (see RUBINO, ILOKO), maha- also forms verbs that express non-volitional causation. Non-volitional and especially inanimate causers frequently take maha- verbs in this capacity: mahatsirâvina ‘to shock’, mahafanitra ‘to please (by being beautiful)’, mahajoiga ‘to surprise, astonish’, mahavélona ‘to support, keep alive (nourishment)’, mahaménatra ‘to shame’, mahasarika ‘to attract (as a magnet)’, mahasalama ‘to make healthy’.

(65) Mahafanitra iây migrévry e? 
m-aha-finâritra iây m-i-grévry e 
PRES-POT-happy DET PRES-ÂJACT-strive INTJ 
‘It’s fun to go on strike, isn’t it?’ [Subject is migrévry ‘going on strike’]

(66) Maha-liana ahy ny zavanaminy. 
POT-interest 1S.DAT DEF plants 
‘The plants interest me’ (I am interested in the plants).
6.2 Prefix f-: action/result, object, instrument, manner and/or location

A productive morphological process for creating action or result nominals is based on active verbs where the nominaliser prefix f- replaces the present tense marker m-: m-i-ôva 'to change' > f-i-ôva 'change(s), the way of changing', m-an-ôntây 'to ask' > f-an-ôntây 'question'. In many instances, the derivative can have an instrumental interpretation, a fact/occurrence interpretation and a manner interpretation, e.g. m-a-tôry 'to sleep' > f-a-tôry 'the way of sleeping, the fact of sleeping', m-i-hôgo 'to comb (intransitive) > f-i-hôgo 'instrument for combing/a comb, the way of combing one's hair, the fact of combing one's hair, m-i-ràkorta 'to cover' > f-i-ràkorta 'a covering, the way of covering, the fact of covering'. The transitive verb ndrâkorta m-an-râkorta (prs-act-cover) 'cover' has the nominal derivative fandrâkorta 'which is usually used to cover'.

A few passive verbs formed with the prefix a- may take the nominalizer f- to form a nominal designating something, which usually undergoes the action denoted by the passive verb: f-a-lefa (nr-pass-send) 'something which is usually sent or shipped', f-a-lehô (nr-pass-go) 'something which is usually gone along (a road or a path)', f-a-seho (nr-pass-display) 'things which are usually displayed'.

The prefix f- may also be applied to circumstantial verbs (cf. section 5.1.3). For instance, m-i-tôvy (prs-act-meet) 'to meet' has a circumstantial form f-i-vôri-ana (circ-meet-circ), from which is derived the nominal f-i-vôri-ana (nr-circ-meet-circ), 'a meeting'. The derivatives thus formed may have an action nominal interpretation, an instrument interpretation (f-a-handrô-ana 'something used for the purpose of cooking'), a location interpretation (f-i-pëtrâh-ana, 'place of sitting') and a manner interpretation (f-i-lômanô-s-ana 'way of swimming'). In the following sentences, fikapāna hâzo ('the cutting of trees') allows all four of these interpretations depending on context:

(73) Fikapâna hâzo iôty.
   f-i-kâpa-ana = ko hâzo iôty
   NR.CIRC.CUT.CIRC = LS.GEN trees PRE.VIS
   'This is the implement with which I cut trees.' (instrument)

(74) Izôo no fikapâna hâzo
   MED.INVIS FOC NR.CIRC.CUT.CIRC trees
   'This is the way of cutting trees.' (manner)

(75) Fikapâna hâzo êôo.
   NR.CIRC.CUT.CIRC trees MED.VIS
   'Trees are cut there.' (location)

(76) Fikapâna hâzo no fôntôm-pëvëlôna=ny.
   f-i-kâpa-ana hâzo no fôntômy-fi-vôlôna=ny
   NR.CIRC.CUT.CIRC trees FOC reason-NR.CIRC.living-CIRC=3.GEN
   'Cutting trees is his means of subsistence.' (action nominal)

The nominals derived from circumstantial verbs may be used like adjectives in attributive functions or as an unmarked relative clause construction as in (77):

(77) Iketâka fanirâkôrahô ũô an-trâno
   Iketâka f-an-irâka-irâka=mây ũô an-trâno
   NR.CIRC-RDP-send = lpc.GEN PRE.INVIS in-house
   'Iketâka who used to be our messenger girl here in the house.'

Derivatives with f- may appear with reduplicated stems: fâmérinômôrîna f-an-vérôna-vérôna-ana (nr-circ-rdp-repeat-circ) 'the act of repeating many times',

6.1 Agent nominals with prefix mp-

Malagasy agentive nominals are formed predominantly with the prefix mp- (pronounced [p]) based on active verbs. The derived form designates an individual whose regular activity is denoted by the root: mposôro /mp-i-sôro/ (nr-act-drink) 'drinker, drunkard', mp-ônô-ôhô (nr-act-dance) 'dancer, a person whose habit is to dance', mpandrôra /mp-an-rôra/ (nr-ac-spittle) 'a person who has the habit of spitting'.

It also forms a large number of occupational nouns: mpandraîatra /mp-an-râtra/ (nr-act-carpentry) 'carpenter', mpahanô /mp-an-âna/ (nr-ac-governing) 'king', mpiântara /mp-i-ânâra/ (nr-ac-advice) 'student, pupil', mpiâney /mp-an-hêty/ (nr-ac-scissors) 'barber', etc.

An agent nominal can be formed from a predicate phrase, e.g. from the active verb mitôndry 'to perform on a musical instrument' and its object vâlika 'a Malagasy lute made of bamboo' is formed the agent nominal mposîndry vâlika 'one who plays the vâlika', from mpisôka moziâka 'to blow a musical instrument' is formed mpisôka moziâka 'one who blows a musical instrument'. In this type of agentive formation active verbs like manôo 'to do, to make' can be compounded with a specific field to designate profession. Thus, manôo + ñis fônts yields mpianôo ñis 'dentist'; manôo + kîrâo 'shoes' yields mpianôo kîrâo 'shoemaker'.

Causative verbs (cf. section 5.6) and reciprocal verbs, including the complex reciprocals (causative reciprocal forms and reciprocal causative forms, cf. section 5.7), also form agent nominals in the same way: mpampihomômy /mp-i-am-homômy/ (nr-cau-act-laugh) 'someone who makes people laugh', mpifampatôky /mp-if-amp-a-tôky/ (act-cau-act-trust) 'people who trust each other'.

Besides derivational patterns, agent nominals may be obtained from syntactic nominalizations (cf. section 6.3).
fanavakavahana / f-an-avaka-avaka-ana/ (nr-circ-ko-ko-discern-discern) 'discrimination'. And as with the agent nominal discussed in section 6.1., f- nominal can also be formed from a predicate phrase, e.g.: mitendry valiha 'to play the valiha' yields the action nominal fitenyndra valiha 'the act of playing the valiha'.

A related formation on the basis of adjectives consists in circumfixing fah-...ana to the base, the derived form then denoting abstract qualities: fahavokisa (fah-a-voky-sana/ (sa-satiated-sa)-sa) 'satiated, the fact of being satiated', fahariosana (fah-ri-ti-sa-ana/ (sa-wicked-sa)-sa) 'wickedness, the fact of being wicked', fahahosiana (fah-a-diso-ana/ (sa-wicked-sa) -sa) 'mistake, guilt'. Note that the affixes ha- and ha-...ana also form abstract nominals from adjectival roots: ha- expresses an intrinsic quality (Dez 1980), whereas ha-...ana describes a quality which is not inherent to an object or a person but which results from a process of action practised on or by the subject. Compare tsara 'nice, beautiful, kind' > ha-tsara 'intrinsic kindness, natural beauty' vs. hatasarana /ha-tsara-ana/ 'kindness or beauty acquired through a transformation'.

6.3 Syntactic nominalization

Besides derivational formations, nominalization can also be realized by introducing a verbal phrase with the articles ny (78) or idy (79), or by flanking the predicate phrase with demonstratives as in (80):

(78) Ny misangatsanga énhy 'ëmyny
Ny m-ta-sanga-ta-sanga en hy 'ëmyny
DEF PSTR-CIRK-SEEK-DISTVOC SUBJ VOC-GEN-DEF
'Going for a walk at the (railway) station is very absorbing indeed.'

(79) Särotsa eriy ilay nanola-tra ny sakhàfana
särotsa eriy ilay n-an-tolotra ny sakhàfana f-an-haja-ana
difficult really DET PSTR-CIRK-OFFER DEF meal NR-CIRK-HONOR-CIRK
sy funaïsalam-bahiny
sy f-an-ry-s-anahiny
and NR-CIRK-RECEIVE-SF-CIRK-GUESTS

'Offering a meal in order to honor and welcome the guests was really difficult.'

(80) Irëo voa-laza ambony irëo âry no santiana=m'ny
MED-VIS-PL PASS-mention above MED-VIS-PL and FOC sample=GEN-DEF
kabrsi fandô 'ëmyny fandëvëna.

kabrsi f-an-tny 'ëmyny f-an-lëvina-ana/
speech NR-CIRK-DO AGENT-GEN DEF NR-CIRK-CURRY-CIRK

'And these aforementioned (oratories) are samples of the oratories usually made at burial ceremonies.'

Agent nominals may also be obtained from a predicate phrase premodified by a definite article (81) or a demonstrative (82):

(81) Ilay nhivitra ho nanàno ny sôa indrawy no tâtra.

(82) Nôdy irëo n-i-àse âlina.
PSTR-CIRK-SEEK HOME MED-VIS-PL PSTR-CIRK-WORK NIGHT
'Whoever worked at night went home.'
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

PHAN RANG CHAM

Graham Thurgood

1 INTRODUCTION

The extraordinary French scholar Coedès noted that Cham is the earliest attested Austronesian language. Coedès dated the Cham inscription found at Tràkétu near the old Cham capital of Indrapura as being from the middle of the fourth century, describing the inscription as 'the oldest text, presently known, written in a Malay-Polynesian dialect' (Coedès 1939). The language of the text is associated with the once flourishing kingdom of Champa, a kingdom first mentioned by the Chinese ca. 190-193. Champa reached its zenith about the sixth century, continuing to flourish until the Vietnamese 'push to the South' in the tenth century began its slow demise. At the time of the first inscriptions, the Chamic languages were still a largely undifferentiated dialect continuum, but in the subsequent 1500 or so years of change, realignments in patterns of affiliation and language contact restructured stretches of the original dialect chain into distinct languages and distributed the speakers over a much wider area. No longer functioning as the lingua franca of the kingdom of Champa, Chamic lives on in its modern descendants: the Tiset spoken on Hainan, the Rade, Jarai, Harai, Chu, and Rglai spoken in the southern Vietnam highlands, the Phan Rang Cham spoken in Vietnam, the various Western Cham communities of Cambodia, and the Acehnese of north Sumatra.

Quite correctly, the literature simply assumes that the mainland Chamic languages form a subgroup, but there have been major questions about the relationship of Acehnese with the mainland Chamic languages. Niemann reached the correct solution as early as 1891, first subgrouping Acehnese and Cham together on the basis of similarities in the verbal morphology, the treatment of inherited vowels, and in various instances of apparent lexical agreement, and then positing a migration of Chams to Aceh (cf. Thurgood 1999 for extended discussion).

Phan Rang Cham (or, Eastern Cham) is a Chamic language spoken in southern Vietnam by 35,000 to 50,000 people in the area around the towns of Phan Rang and Phan Ri. It is closely enough related to Western Cham for the two to be considered dialects of one another. Baumgartner (1998:1) notes that the differences between the two are primarily matters of pronunciation and vocabulary with the grammars being almost identical. As for the number of speakers, he notes that Western Cham is the numerically larger of the two, with 300,000 to 350,000 speakers in Cambodia, and another 35,000 or so speakers in the Mekong delta region of Vietnam, particularly around Chau Doc, Tay Ninh, and Saigon.

1.1 Classification and history

Although as early as 1822, John Crawford, a British civil servant and a medical doctor, had recognized the Austronesian affiliation of Cham, which he termed the 'Malay of Champa', it was not until the second half of the twentieth century that scholarship would